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In the weak link of studying in present overseas Chinese literature, 
including the collection and arrangement of the materials, especially short of 
exploring and combing the old literature materials ,it makes the early literature 
history writing seem to be careless and simple. Fetching inspirations from the 
Beijing University scholar, Chen Pingyuan’s study, this text regards the “South 
Live Abroad Daily” as the main research object. By the study of the newspaper 
and its’ “South Wind” ,this text wants to reduce the historical scene and the 
original appearance which the society and literature of Malaysian Chinese 
Association wrote, offering the essential historical details and on-the-spot sense 
for writing the relevant literature history. 
The “South Live Abroad Daily” began with the unique “township 
feeling” in its serial supplements from its start publication , which reflected that 
the basic fixed position of the newspaper was to expresses the heartfelt wishes of 
countryman residing abroad of Nan Yang. But more time, the “South Live 
Abroad Daily” existed as the mouthpiece of the “democracy”, overseas 
Chinese of Nan Yang . When the “South Live Abroad Daily” was borne , it just 
came at a time of China in two future and two destiny. Chinese people faced with 
two principal themes and tasks of “against Jiang” (object to the autocratic rules 
and bureaucrats of the Kuomintang ) and “against USA” (watch out for the 
American hearts coveting and  waiting for China ). As Taiwan was the core of 
contradictions, the “South Live Abroad Daily” had a lot of writes with Taiwan. 















Abroad Daily” insisted on its patriotic position , which played the role of an 
important public opinion in the struggle with the Kuomintang's autocratic rule. 
Meanwhile, the country which the new overseas Chinese based on at present, 
was going through the fierce turbulence which was concerning the vital interests 
and the development prospect of the masses of countrymen residing abroad . The 
position, incline and behavior of the “South Live Abroad Daily”,which must be 
put in this background, can be taken clear considerations and understandings. 
In the controversy of “Malaysian Chinese Association literature and art 
uniqueness” that broke out during that time, the “South Live Abroad Daily”
itself formed a certain inclination and position too. As being one of main battle 
field , it became the party of the debate. On one hand, it realized that really there 
was “overseas edition” which became motherland new-vernacular literature in 
the literary world of Malaysian Chinese Association, and had the defect of 
lacking concern about local life; On the other hand, it objected to that kind of 
review which unidentified the present objective situation and attempted to isolate 
the political task between new Ma and Chinese ,even thought that Malaysian 
Chinese Association helping motherland democratic revolution was less 
important to local politics inclination. Emphasizing that “ uniqueness”
recommended the concern about local reality. In fact , this was publicizing of a 
kind of realistic spirit; But emphasizing the “uniqueness” not meant being 
“insulating” with Chinese literature. Paying close attention to local life might 
not regarded isolating the motherland as the cost . So the “South Live Abroad 
Daily” insisted on “caring  locality” and “caring motherland” views which 
ran parallel on the whole. This was another place out of the common on the 















Certainly, the “double task” orientation that walks abreast of the “South 
Live Abroad Daily” was not waits for the controversy , but carried throughout of 
the newspaper. It seemed more conscientious and more clear just after debating 
over, and adjusted the weight and proportion between the two on the basis of 
concrete needs too. This characteristics of the “South Live Abroad Daily”, 
among its supplements taken “South Wind”  as the core, got abundant 
embodiments. On one hand, a large amount of supplements introduced the new 
literature new culture of the motherland , such as “South Wind” , “Literature 
and Art”,etc. they satisfied the needs of the masses of countrymen residing 
abroad who paid close attention to the motherland situation, studied and 
absorbed Chinese culture. Meanwhile they regarded literature, culture as the 
weapon, and launched the condemnation both in speech and in writing to the 
autocratic rule of bureaucrat of the Kuomintang, which contributed to the 
Chinese people's democracy and liberation. On the other hand, it does not 
neglect to reveal and think the realistic problem of local actual life in order to 
have close connection with actual life of the masses of countrymen residing 
abroad ,which had reality and direct helps to the struggle and the life of them. 
The experience of the “South Live Abroad Daily” and its supplements worthy 
our summarizing carefully, and its historical contribution is worth our cherishing 
and recording too.  
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